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Abstract

While infrastructure planning guidelines frequently emphasise the need of comprehensible, easy to use or unambiguously un-

derstandable infrastructure, they lack information on how to design such intuitively usable cycling infrastructure. Furthermore,

while cyclists already criticise the current traffic system not to be intuitively usable, this issue will be even more relevant

as cycling usage may increase in the next years. Thus, this paper presents a systematic literature review to identify studies

that already investigated the intuitiveness of cycling infrastructure. Furthermore, this study aims to identify major research

gaps. Searching three databases with a predefined set of keywords resulted in more than 1300 titles. Applying inclusion and

exclusion criteria, eleven titles remained in the last review step and were analysed in detail. Results show that these studies

use a variety of methods and terms to describe and investigate intuitiveness of various cycling infrastructure designs. Conclu-

sions from these studies range from very specific infrastructure design recommendations over highly general design advices to

recommendations that do not refer to infrastructure design at all. Three main research gaps were identified. Firstly, there are

various infrastructure types that have not been covered by the studies. Furthermore, there is a need for basic research on how

to apply principles of intuitive design to cycling infrastructure design in general. Lastly, a large amount of research investigated

behavioural responses to infrastructural changes but was not designed to specifically assess intuitiveness. Thus, there are large

research gaps to be filled by upcoming studies to design intuitively usable cycling infrastructure.
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Intuitively usable Cycling Infrastructure – a systematic Literature 

Review 

While infrastructure planning guidelines frequently emphasise the need of 

comprehensible, easy to use or unambiguously understandable infrastructure, 

they lack information on how to design such intuitively usable cycling 

infrastructure. Furthermore, while cyclists already criticise the current traffic 

system not to be intuitively usable, this issue will be even more relevant as 

cycling usage may increase in the next years. Thus, this paper presents a 

systematic literature review to identify studies that already investigated the 

intuitiveness of cycling infrastructure. Furthermore, this study aims to identify 

major research gaps. Searching three databases with a predefined set of keywords 

resulted in more than 1300 titles. Applying inclusion and exclusion criteria, 

eleven titles remained in the last review step and were analysed in detail. Results 

show that these studies use a variety of methods and terms to describe and 

investigate intuitiveness of various cycling infrastructure designs. Conclusions 

from these studies range from very specific infrastructure design 

recommendations over highly general design advices to recommendations that do 

not refer to infrastructure design at all. Three main research gaps were identified. 

Firstly, there are various infrastructure types that have not been covered by the 

studies. Furthermore, there is a need for basic research on how to apply principles 

of intuitive design to cycling infrastructure design in general. Lastly, a large 

amount of research investigated behavioural responses to infrastructural changes 

but was not designed to specifically assess intuitiveness. Thus, there are large 

research gaps to be filled by upcoming studies to design intuitively usable cycling 

infrastructure. 

Keywords: intuitive design, cycling infrastructure, comprehensibility, self-

explaining roads, systematic literature review 

Introduction 

Using bicycle infrastructure in a dense urban traffic system can be a challenging task. 

Paying attention to other road users may be hard enough in many situations. But as 

recent findings show as well, cyclists regularly feel confused due to a lack of cycling 



infrastructure’s comprehensibility. Moreover, comprehensibility acts as a key factor for 

assessing infrastructure’s cycling friendliness and affects cyclists’ perception of both 

safety and comfort (Friel et al., in press). 

Infrastructure planning guidelines already address this issue by stating that 

cycling infrastructure must be comprehensible, easy to understand or easy to use. For 

example, the German cycling infrastructure guideline “Empfehlungen für 

Radverkehrsanlagen” states that cycling infrastructure at intersections must be 

unambiguously understandable for all road users (FGSV, 2010, p. 37) while, the 

Scottish brochure “Cycling by Design” states that “cycling infrastructure should be 

intuitive for all who use it or interact with it” (Transport Scotland, 2021, p. 9). In turn, 

the City of Vancouver recommends that “intersections should be intuitive and provide 

directional messaging when needed.” (City of Vancouver, 2017, p. 6) However, these 

guidelines lack information on how to implement such an intuitively usable bicycle 

infrastructure. Moreover, there seems to be little to no research concerning this issue. 

In contrast, there is a concept for intuitively usable car infrastructure called self-

explaining roads (SER). This concept has been pronounced by Theeuwes and Godthelp 

(1995). In their paper, they describe how car drivers categorise roads subjectively and 

behave according to their subjective categorisation. They state: "Roads are self-

explaining when they are in line with expectations of the road users." (Theeuwes & 

Godthelp, 1995, p. 222) 

In a more recent paper, Theeuwes (2021) further describes SER: 

The underlying idea is that the design and layout of the road environment elicits 

automatically the behavior that is appropriate for that type of road. In other words, 

the road nudges the right behavior without the need for much enforcement or 

education. (Theeuwes, 2021, p. 1) 



In the last decades, this concept has spread from its origin in The Netherlands: It 

has been adopted and used for the development of road designs in several countries, e.g. 

USA (Mackie et al., 2013), Germany (Becher et al., 2006), and Czech Republic 

(Ambros et al., 2017). This human centred approach has also been used by the World 

Road Association (Birth et al., 2016). 

Thus, the design of car infrastructure is increasingly linked to findings on the 

field of behavioural research, making human perceptions part of the design process as 

proposed in the concept of human centred or user centred design (e.g. Law et al., 2009). 

However, there are relatively few efforts to integrate human perceptions in 

cycling infrastructure design in such a way. As Barrero and Rodriguez-Valencia (2022) 

describe it: 

As part of the literature review, we revised 48 bicycle related policy manuals 

and/or bicycle infrastructure design guidelines […]. We found that only two guides 

include the user’s opinions or preferences in the bicycle infrastructure design 

process. […] Despite these two exceptions, in other guides, user involvement is 

limited to research surveys on overall satisfaction/dissatisfaction, commute 

preferences, and origins and destinations. (Barrero & Rodriguez-Valencia, 2022, 

p. 247) 

Thus, users’ needs and especially the need of intuitively comprehensible 

infrastructure are hardly present in today’s cycling infrastructure planning processes. 

And while cyclists already criticise the lack of comprehensibility in the current traffic 

system, this issue will be even more relevant as cycling usage may increase in the next 

years. 

To further investigate the topic of intuitively usable cycling infrastructure, I 

conducted a systematic literature review. As described by van Wee and Banister (2016), 

this systematic literature review aims to provide “a comprehensive overview of (or a 



selection of) the literature in a specific area, bringing together the material in a clearly 

structured way, and adding value through coming to some interesting conclusions.” (van 

Wee & Banister, 2016, p. 279) 

Apart from describing the current state of research on this topic, the analysis 

primarily aims to add value by clearly indicating research gaps to be closed by future 

research. The paper presents the process and results of this systematic literature review 

and describes research questions that remain to be investigated by future research. 

From the general impression that there is a lack of research concerning the 

intuitive usability of cycling infrastructure, I formulated three research question for the 

systematic literature review: 

(1) Which studies investigated the question of how intuitively usable cycling 

infrastructure is? 

(2) What are their main findings? 

(3) Which research gaps remain? 

Method 

Developing a Boolean Search String 

Conducting several pre-tests, I iteratively developed a Boolean search string which 

comprises synonyms of the three keywords “cyclist”, “infrastructure”, and “intuitive” in 

both German and English: 

((Fahrrad* OR Rad*) AND (Infrastruktur* OR Gestaltung* OR Straße*) AND 

(*Verhalten* OR *Wahl OR Verständlich* OR Usability OR Intuitiv* OR 

*Manöver* OR *Nutz* OR Veränderung* OR Wahrnehmung* OR 

wahrgenommen* OR empfunden* OR selbsterklärend* OR Nudge)) OR ((cycl* 

OR bicycl* OR bike* OR biking) AND (infrastructur* OR design* OR street OR 

road) AND (behaviour* OR behavior* OR choice OR comprehensib* OR usage 



OR use OR usability OR intuitiv* OR maneuver OR manoeuvre OR chang* OR 

shift* OR variati* OR perceiv* OR perception* OR self-expl* OR nudge*))  

Theeuwes and Godthelp (1995) is the first paper presenting the concept self-

explaining roads which in turn is the first conceptual attempt to integrate behavioural 

research into traffic design. The paper refers to several studies that helped to frame the 

concept. As the earliest of these studies dates from 1988 (Riemersma, 1988), I decided 

to limit my research to articles published in 1988 or later. 

Used Databases 

Starting from a list of possible databases to search, I decided to use three different 

databases: Transport Research Integrated Database (TRID) as a specific database for the 

field of transport research, and both Web of Science and Scopus as databases for peer 

reviewed papers of all research fields.  

As the number of results would have gone beyond the scope of this review 

(160.000+ results at the first pre-test at Scopus), I decided against using the search 

string for both title and abstract. Instead, I searched titles only, resulting in about 200 

titles at TRID and more than 800 articles in Web of Science in the pre-test. 

Both limiting the research to three databases and limiting the initial research to 

titles reduced the number of potential results, resulting in a limited scope of the 

systematic literature review in first place. Thus, I chose to actively use snowballing to 

find literature that otherwise might not have been found due to the described limitations. 

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

According to Wetterich and Plänitz (2021), I defined and tested inclusion and exclusion 

criteria before I conducted the actual systematic literature review. 



As my initial search string is limited to articles’ titles, I developed a scheme that 

starts with highly general and easy-to-apply criteria for articles’ titles, continues with 

more precise criteria for abstracts and ends with specific and precise criteria for the full 

texts. Thus, in the first step, only obviously irrelevant articles are rejected while a large 

number of potentially relevant articles remain in the research body. As abstracts and full 

texts are included in the following steps, inclusion and exclusion criteria become more 

precise to determine which articles are relevant for the research questions. In general, if 

it remains unclear if inclusion or exclusion criteria apply to an article, the article 

remains part of the review and will be revised in the next evaluation step. 

After a pre-test with the first 50 search results from TRID I applied some minor 

modifications to the criteria. The final criteria have been operationalised as described in 

Table 1. 

Table 1: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for the evaluation of titles, abstracts and full 

texts 

 Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 

Titles should  be research results (including grey 

literature) or reviews concerning 

• either cyclists or cycling 

infrastructure 

• and behaviour, perception, 

evaluation, choice, safety 

etc. 

not be Websites, guidelines, 

position papers, project 

descriptions etc. or 

research results concerning 

completely different topics 

(e.g. „design of polyaromatic 

ethers using 

cyclopentadienyliron 

complexes”) 



Abstracts 

should 

describe the relation between 

cycling infrastructure and 

comprehensibility or 

the effect of either 

• infrastructure on cyclists’ 

riding behaviour, 

comprehensibility, 

intuitiveness, infrastructure 

use etc. or 

• cycling infrastructure on 

other road users’ behaviour, 

comprehensibility, 

intuitiveness, infrastructure 

use etc. 

be not concerning 

infrastructure or 

concerning safety perception 

or alike without any link to 

comprehensibility or 

relating to both, infrastructure 

and behaviour etc. but not 

relating these topics 

Full texts 

should 

investigate the relation between 

cycling infrastructure and 

comprehensibility 

Or the effect of either 

• infrastructure on cyclists’ 

riding behaviour, perception 

or infrastructure use as an 

effect of comprehensibility 

not investigate perception, 

usage, riding behaviour 

without any link to 

comprehensibility 



or alike or 

• cycling infrastructure on 

other road users’ behaviour, 

perception or infrastructure 

use as an effect of 

comprehensibility or alike 

Procedure 

On June 16th 2023 I applied the search string and date range to all three databases and 

retrieved 1643 titles. 414 titles were removed as they were duplicates retrieved from 

multiple databases. Thus, I started the analysis with 1229 titles being imported into the 

reference application Citavi (Swiss Academic Software GmbH, 2023).  

After applying all inclusion and exclusion criteria as described above, I had 

seven titles selected, which I analysed in detail. Furthermore, from previous research 

and hints from other researchers, I received another eleven titles. Applying inclusion 

and exclusion criteria for abstracts and full-texts, three titles remained in the list after 

full-text analysis. 

Afterwards, snowballing was conducted for these ten titles and then iteratively 

for each document being added to the list. Backward snowballing, e.g. finding titles 

cited by the respective papers, resulted in another 29 titles, from which four were 

included after applying inclusion and exclusion criteria for abstracts and full texts. In 

turn, forward snowballing, e.g. finding citations to the papers, was conducted using the 

respective feature in Scopus and Web of Science. This process resulted in another 44 

titles, of which two titles were included after full-text analysis. 



In sum, this process resulted in 16 titles. Analysing these titles in detail, I 

excluded another five titles: Although these titles used the terms comprehensibility or 

intuitive design either in the introduction or in the discussion, they did not actually 

investigate how intuitive usable the infrastructure was. As this step in the process is 

found to be a relevant finding, this issue is described in the discussion section in more 

detail. 

Figure 1 depicts the whole process, while Table 2 gives an overview on the 

number of titles that were included after each evaluation step. 

Table 2: number of titles at each process step throughout the whole systematic literature 

review 

Data source # of titles included after… 

removing 

duplicates 

analysing 

titles 

analysing 

abstracts 

analysing 

full texts 

final 

analysis 

Web of Science 948 149 34 5 3 

TRID 141 77 27 1 1 

Figure 1: Systematic literature review process 



Scopus 140 29 6 1 0 

previous research 11 * 8 3 3 

backward 

snowballing 

29 * 18 4 3 

forward 

snowballing 

44 31 9 2 1 

Sum 1315 286 102 16 11 

*) Inclusion and exclusion criteria for titles deriving from previous research and backward 

snowballing were applied only on abstracts and full texts. 

Results 

In sum, the research process resulted in eleven titles being included in the final literature 

review (see Table 3 for an overview). Five titles were peer reviewed papers, another 

four titles were research project reports. The two remaining titles were a diploma thesis 

and a paper defined as grey literature. The titles date from 1996 to 2022. While the 

majority of titles have been published within the last ten years, only two titles were 

published earlier (1996 and 2009). In the following sections, topics, findings as well as 

methods and terminology used in the titles will be described. 

Table 3: Titles included in the final literature review. 

Authors 

(Year) 

Title Document 

type 

Data Source 

Alrutz et al. 

(2009) 

Unfallrisiko und Regelakzeptanz von 

Fahrradfahrern 

project 

report 

Backward 

snowballing 



Angenendt 

and Wilken 

(1996) 

Gehwege mit Benutzungsmöglichkeiten 

für Radfahrer 

project 

report 

Backward 

snowballing 

Baumgartner 

et al. (2020) 

Die Wirkung des Mobilitätsdesigns auf 

die Nutzung und Wahrnehmung von 

Fahrradstraßen: Untersuchungen 

anhand eines Fallbeispiels in Offenbach 

am Main 

gray 

literature 

Previous 

research 

Bergh 

Alvergren et 

al. (2019) 

Specification of nudges project 

report 

Previous 

research 

Berghöfer 

and Vollrath 

(2022) 

Cyclists' perception of cycling 

infrastructure – A Repertory Grid 

approach 

peer 

reviewed 

paper 

Web of 

Science 

Huemer et al. 

(2018) 

Influences on anger in German urban 

cyclists 

Peer 

reviewed 

paper 

Foreward 

snowballing 

Kaplan and 

Prato (2016) 

"Them or Us": Perceptions, cognitions, 

emotions, and overt behavior associated 

with cyclists and motorists sharing the 

road 

peer 

reviewed 

paper 

Web of 

Science 



Monsere et al. 

(2015) 

User Behavior and Perceptions at 

Intersections with Turning and Mixing 

Zones on Protected Bike Lanes 

peer 

reviewed 

paper 

Backward 

snowballing 

Muggenburg 

et al. (2022) 

What is a good design for a cycle 

street? - User perceptions of safety and 

attractiveness of different street layouts 

peer 

reviewed 

paper 

Web of 

Science 

Polaček 

(2014) 

Vorsicht Vorrang! Die Problematik der 

Vorrangregelung sowie rechtliche und 

bauliche Möglichkeiten für eine 

verständliche und sichere Gestaltung 

des Vorrangs zwischen Fahrrädern und 

Kraftfahrzeugen im österreichischen 

Straßenverkehr 

diploma 

thesis 

TRID 

Schäfer et al. 

(2021) 

Duale Radlösungen 2.0 project 

report 

Previous 

research 

Topics and findings 

To get an overview, the following section will describe the main topics and 

findings of all eleven studies being included in the literature review. However, most of 

the studies investigated more than intuitively usable cycling infrastructure. For example, 

Bergh Alvergren et al. (2019) describe three separate studies of which only one meets 

the inclusion criteria for the systematic literature research. Thus, only the topic and 

findings of this study is part of the presented literature research. Following this 



example, the following sections will focus on topics and findings concerning intuitively 

usable cycling infrastructure. 

(Un)clear regulations 

The main topic covered by most titles were existing regulations or different 

infrastructural implementations and their effects on behaviour and comprehensibility. 

Usage of non-mandatory cycling infrastructure: Three titles investigated different 

aspects of cycling on sidewalks with non-mandatory cycle lanes in Germany. These 

cycle lanes are very common in Germany, as many cycle paths became non-mandatory 

due to changes in the respective law. Thus, these cycle paths still exist and cyclists are 

allowed to choose between these cycle paths and cycling on street level. Another 

common setup in Germany is the sign “Radverkehr frei” that allows cyclists to use the 

sidewalk (for a brief overview on different German regulations concerning (non-

)mandatory use of cycle paths in different settings, see ADFC, 2020). 

Angenendt and Wilken (1996) used observations, on-site-surveys and accident 

data to investigate under which circumstances this latter regulation – sidewalk with 

permitted usage for cyclists – should be installed. Among other findings they observed 

that some cyclists used these sidewalks as they expected them to be mandatory for them 

(Angenendt & Wilken, 1996, p. 76). Moreover, in the survey only 23 % could correctly 

tell which rules apply for cycling on a sidewalk with the sign “Radverkehr frei”. 

Consequently, the authors recommend information campaigns to increase the 

knowledge of the rules. 

Alrutz et al. (2009), in turn, investigated cyclists’ knowledge of rules, behaviour, 

and safety on different cycling infrastructure designs for straight road segments using 

observations, on-site-surveys, telephone-interviews, and accident data. These 



infrastructure designs included mandatory and non-mandatory cycle paths on sidewalks, 

the latter indicated by the respective sign (for the results on other infrastructure designs, 

see the respective section below). On some of the mandatory cycle paths, more than 

80 % of the cyclists were convinced that they had to use them (Alrutz et al., 2009, 

p. 92). In line with Angenendt and Wilken (1996), Alrutz et al. (2009) recommend to 

provide more information and instruction for road users to increase the knowledge of 

the rules for this particular case. 

Schäfer et al. (2021) used online-surveys, on-site-interviews and a focus group 

to study cyclists behaviour and its influencing factors at so-called dual cycling 

infrastructure. In the study, dual cycling infrastructure is defined as infrastructure with 

two parallel cycling facilities at different levels, e.g. a cycle path on the sidewalk and an 

advisory cycle lane on street level (Schäfer et al., 2021, p. 7). The authors found that 

many participants in the online-survey were not aware of the possibility to choose 

between the two cycling facilities. They expected existing cycle paths to be mandatory 

and therefore stated to use these. Accordingly, participants in the focus group 

highlighted this issue by stating that not all road users intuitively understand dual 

cycling infrastructure. They therefore wished for clear and unambiguous markings to 

indicate for both cyclists and motorists where cyclists are to be expected (Schäfer et al., 

2021, 40). The authors conclude that consistent and clearly recognisable markings 

should be implemented. Furthermore, to increase the knowledge of the rules concerning 

mandatory cycle paths, this issue should be highlighted in road safety education 

(Schäfer et al., 2021, p. 42).  

Concerning non-mandatory cycling infrastructure on sidewalks, all three studies 

conclude that many respondents are not aware of the existing rules allowing them to 

choose between cycling on the sidewalk or on street level. While all three studies 



recommend to provide more information on the topic for both cyclists and motorists, 

only Schäfer et al. (2021) give additional recommendations on how to improve the 

infrastructure design to make it more intuitively usable. 

Cycle streets: Two studies from the same university investigated the effects of different 

designs for a specific cycle street in Offenbach, Germany. On the one hand, 

Baumgartner et al. (2020) conducted two focus groups to investigate how participants 

both perceive the redesign into a cycle street and how they assess several design 

concepts. On the other hand, Muggenburg et al. (2022) used an online survey to further 

investigate three specific cycling street designs that have derived from the design 

concepts presented by Baumgartner et al. (2020). Both studies deal with the current 

paper’s topic of intuitive usable cycling infrastructure, although they use a different 

wording. While Baumgartner et al. (2020) focus more on the designs’ capability to 

indicate which rules apply at this street, Muggenburg et al. (2022) investigated the 

clarity of designs. 

In the study by Baumgartner et al. (2020), participants emphasise the importance 

of good infrastructure design to indicate how the cycle street is intended to be used. 

From their experiences with the recently redesigned street, participants conclude that 

the markings are inconsistent, incomplete and even wrong, or more generally spoken 

not well done as it still remains unclear for many road users which rules apply in the 

cycle street (Baumgartner et al., 2020, pp. 19f.). Concerning the various design 

concepts, participants wish for a design that fosters thoughtfulness regarding other road 

users. This can be achieved by infrastructural measures that break routines and draw 

attention to the newly applied rules, for example a blue coloured surface or a curved 

pathway (Baumgartner et al., 2020, pp. 26f.). 



Muggenburg et al. (2022) investigated three design concepts for the cycle street 

in detail: A conventional design, consisting of a straight roadway with blue and white 

markings, car parking areas and sidewalks on both sides, a so-called flow design, 

consisting of a curved roadway, larger sidewalks, less parking space and more greenery, 

and a shared space design without separation of travel modes or markings, coloured 

paving as well as benches, trees, and water elements. Participants evaluated these three 

designs in terms of safety, clarity, attractiveness, and fun. Results show that both 

conventional and flow design score significantly higher on clarity than shared space. 

Besides, the authors found a correlation between clarity and safety. However, as shared 

space scores lowest on clarity and highest for safety at the same time, they emphasise 

that clarity cannot be used as a sole explanation for safety. The authors conclude that 

the lack of cars and the presence of trees and people in the street in the shared space 

design “[seem] to evoke a higher sense of safety than the strict separation of pedestrians 

seen in the conventional street design.” (Muggenburg et al., 2022, p. 1383). Finally, 

they recommend flow design as the design best suitable for cycle streets as it provides 

clarity, safety and attractiveness at once (Muggenburg et al., 2022, p. 1385). 

Hence, both studies conclude that the conventional design is not the most 

suitable design for a cycle street. But while Muggenburg et al. (2022) found the design 

to provide a high level of clarity, Baumgartner et al. (2020) conclude that the design 

does not indicate clearly which rules apply on the cycle street. Thus, although they both 

refer to the same design, the results concerning intuitively usable infrastructure seem to 

contradict each other. 

Other (un)clear regulations: A few other studies investigated various regulations apart 

from sidewalks and cycle streets. 



Monsere et al. (2015) conducted video analyses to evaluate cyclists behaviour at 

five different intersection designs in the USA. Furthermore, using on-site and resident 

surveys they asked participants to name the correct lane for through cyclists to 

investigate the comprehensibility of each design. Both self-reported comprehensibility 

and observed usage differed widely between the different designs and between road 

users. While for example at a design with a mixing zone for cyclists and turning cars, 

93 % of turning cars used the correct lane, only 63 % of cyclists used the intended lane 

when a car was also present in the turning lane. Furthermore, when asked to name the 

correct lane for through cyclists, 55 % incorrectly chose the buffer space next to the 

turning lane (Monsere et al., 2015, p. 118). In contrast, 94 % named the correct lane for 

through cyclists at a design with a dedicated through bike lane and a bike box and 91 % 

of through cyclists used the correct lane at a design with a dedicated through bike lane 

without a bike box. The authors conclude that dedicated through bike lanes “help 

position cyclists and reduce confusion compared with sharrows in mixing zones.” 

(Monsere et al., 2015, p. 121). 

In turn, Polaček's (2014) diploma thesis investigates Austria’s right of way rules 

between cyclists and car drivers in various infrastructural circumstances using an 

online-survey. The author found that while participants could state well who had right 

of way at situations concerning straight road segments, they had larger problems at 

situations concerning intersections with error rates up to 91 % (Polaček, 2014, pp. 75, 

83). Including the results of several expert interviews, the author proposes various 

modifications for the existing Austrian right of way laws (Polaček, 2014, pp. 96ff.). 

A further study deals with cyclists using motorways in Israel (Kaplan & Prato, 

2016). The authors analysed user comments on online news items concerning cyclist 

accidents on shared roads to investigate “the chain of stimuli, cognition, emotion, and 



behavior associated with the roadsharing experience.” (Kaplan & Prato, 2016, p. 193) 

Concerning comprehensibility, on the one hand, results show that subjective road 

categories did not necessarily correspond to the legal road categorisation. 

Consequently, rural and urban highways as well as other interurban roads were 

largely perceived as motorways. The definitions were often disputed, with ensuing 

discussions about the dichotomy between the legal and the perceived definition of 

motorways on which cycling is prohibited. (Kaplan & Prato, 2016, p. 196) 

On the other hand, it was largely discussed if cycling on the road shoulders was 

legal or not and if the presence of shoulders would even determine if cycling was 

prohibited or not. Subsequently, the authors recommend to emphasise on policy 

accountability through transparency and public participation (Kaplan & Prato, 2016, 

p. 199). 

Finally, the previously mentioned study conducted by Alrutz et al. (2009) also 

deals with comprehensibility of other infrastructural elements apart from cycling on 

sidewalks. Compared to mandatory and non-mandatory cycle lanes on sidewalks and 

advisory lanes (indicated by a dashed line), cycle lanes (indicated by a solid line) were 

found to be significantly more unambiguous and clear (Alrutz et al., 2009, p. 92). 

Furthermore, participants complain about nonsensical routing for cyclists and rules that 

are hard to follow due to the infrastructure (Alrutz et al., 2009, p. 94). However, no 

specific recommendations result from these findings. Instead, the authors give the 

general recommendation to design cycling infrastructure in a clear and consistent way 

and to enhance road safety education (Alrutz et al., 2009, pp. 117ff.). 

Summarising, the studies presented in this section deal with various regulations 

and infrastructure designs that differ in terms of comprehensibility. While Monsere et 

al. (2015) give a specific recommendation on how to alter infrastructure design to 



enhance infrastructure’s intuitiveness, the other three studies recommend either changes 

to the legal framework or to enhance road users’ compliance to road traffic rules. 

Other studies 

Apart from the described studies investigating existing regulations, three studies address 

intuitively usable cycling infrastructure on different levels. 

On a more general level, Berghöfer and Vollrath (2022) investigated cyclists’ 

perception of factors affecting cycle route choice using a repertory grid approach. 

Presenting photos of different infrastructure types, the authors asked participants to sort 

the stimuli according to their subjective preferences and to explain their decision. 

Analysing the qualitative statements and the quantitative ratings, Berghöfer and 

Vollrath (2022) found that clarity and foreseeability, summarised as ease of use, were 

relevant attributes for the assessment of cycling infrastructure. They used the term ease 

of use to establish a link to usability research which, as they conclude, has not been 

investigated in previous studies concerning cycling infrastructure design (Berghöfer & 

Vollrath, 2022, pp. 256–257). 

As well on a very general level, Huemer et al. (2018) conducted focus groups 

and diary studies to find anger provoking events for cyclists. First of all, they found 

infrastructure in general to be one of the main clusters for anger provoking events. In 

detail, unclear traffic situations were one of the 20 most mentioned topics. Additionally, 

in the diary studies, confusing intersections were mentioned to provoke anger. 

The third study investigates intuitively usable cycling infrastructure in a very 

specific way: Bergh Alvergren et al. (2019) developed and evaluated several visual 

nudges for cyclists to slow down. They defined a nudge as "any aspect [...] of road 

infrastructure that will mindlessly influence an individual's choosing a certain 

behaviour." (Bergh Alvergren et al., 2019, p. 11) Using GPS data and interviews, they 



investigated the nudges on a test route in Gothenburg, Sweden, and found that all 

nudges worked as intended as cyclists slowed down at all places with nudges being 

installed. However, the nudges varied both in the way how much cyclists slowed down 

and in how cyclists were aware of the nudges. While a digital sign displaying the 

current speed reduced cyclists’ speed the most, it only worked if the cyclists actively 

recognised the sign. In contrast, the other nudges consisting of markings on the cycle 

path affected cyclists’ speed regardless of whether they actively recognised it or not 

(Bergh Alvergren et al., 2019, p. 67). Moreover, more apparent nudges reduced cyclists’ 

speed more effective than less apparent nudges. Participants stated also that they 

preferred the more apparent nudges. Thus, the authors conclude that these highly 

apparent nudges based on markings on the cycle lane work well as subconsciously 

noticed nudges. 

Summary on topics, findings, and recommendations 

The presented studies deal with a broad range of topics that all refer to intuitively usable 

cycling infrastructure (see Table 4 for a brief overview). On the one hand, Berghöfer 

and Vollrath (2022) and Huemer et al. (2018) deal with intuitively usable cycling 

infrastructure on a general level. While the former emphasise the relevance of cycling 

infrastructure’s ease of use as a factor to assess cyclists’ route choice in general, the 

latter found that unintuitive cycling infrastructure can provoke anger. On the other hand, 

all other studies investigated cyclists’ behaviour and perception based on specific 

infrastructural or regulatory circumstances. Three studies investigating mandatory 

cycling infrastructure on sidewalks found that many cyclists use these cycle paths as 

they misinterpret them to be obligatory. Two studies investigating a German cycle street 

design conclude that the design does not sufficiently suit road users’ needs. Some 

studies investigate road users’ perceptions concerning rules and behaviour on various 



other infrastructure types. Lastly and most specifically, Bergh Alvergren et al. (2019) 

investigated the effect of different visual nudges on cyclists’ speed. 

Furthermore, the presented studies vary regarding recommendations arising 

from the findings on intuitively usable infrastructure. Alrutz et al. (2009), Angenendt 

and Wilken (1996), Huemer et al. (2018), and Kaplan and Prato (2016) do not or 

provide hardly any recommendations on how to adjust infrastructure design to road 

users’ needs. Instead, they emphasise on road safety training or other ways to increase 

road users’ knowledge and acceptability for rules. Other studies (Baumgartner et al., 

2020; Berghöfer & Vollrath, 2022; Polaček, 2014; Schäfer et al., 2021) give some 

general recommendations for infrastructure design adjustments, for example, by stating 

that the cycle street design should foster thoughtfulness regarding other road users (see 

for example Baumgartner et al., 2020). In contrast, Muggenburg et al. (2022), Bergh 

Alvergren et al. (2019), and Monsere et al. (2015) give a specific recommendation for 

one or two of the tested designs each. 

Table 4: topics, methods, and findings of the investigated studies 

Authors Topic Methods Findings concerning 

intuitive usable cycling 

infrastructure 

Alrutz et 

al. (2009) 

Knowledge of rules, 

behaviour, and accidents 

at different cycling 

infrastructure designs on 

straight road segments 

observations, 

on-site-

surveys, 

telephone-

interviews, 

accident data  

cycle lanes are clearest 

and most unambiguous 

compared to the other 

designs; mandatory cycle 

paths are misinterpreted as 

obligatory 



Angenendt 

and Wilken 

(1996) 

Applicability for 

sidewalk with permitted 

usage for cyclists 

observations, 

on-site-

surveys, 

accident data  

mandatory cycle paths are 

misinterpreted as 

obligatory; only 23 % 

could correctly name the 

rules that apply for the 

sign 

Baumgartn

er et al. 

(2020) 

Perception of a cycle 

street and assessment of 

several design concepts 

focus groups existing markings are 

inconsistent, incomplete 

and not well done as it 

still remains unclear 

which rules apply; design 

should foster 

thoughtfulness and lead to 

correct behaviour 

Bergh 

Alvergren 

et al. 

(2019) 

Effect and perception of 

visual nudges on cycle 

paths to reduce cyclists' 

speed 

GPS-Data, 

interviews, 

surveys 

all nudges reduced 

cyclists' speed; markings 

on the cycle path affected 

cyclists' speed whether or 

not they recognised them 

actively; speed reduction 

was higher for more 

apparently designed 

nudges 



Berghöfer 

and 

Vollrath 

(2022) 

Cyclists’ perception of 

factors affecting cycle 

route choice  

Repertory Grid 

Approach 

clarity and foreseeability, 

summarised as ease of 

use, are relevant attributes 

for the assessment of 

cycling infrastructure 

Huemer et 

al. (2018) 

Anger provoking events 

for cyclists 

Focus groups, 

diary study 

infrastructure is one of the 

main reasons for anger 

provoking events; unclear 

traffic situations as one of 

the 20 most mentioned 

topics, confusing 

intersections as additional 

topic in diaries 

Kaplan and 

Prato 

(2016) 

Perception and 

contextualisation of 

cyclists using large 

motorways 

content 

analysis of 

online 

comments 

subjective and objective 

road categorisation do not 

necessarily match; 

unclear, if cycling on road 

shoulders is legal or 

illegal 

Monsere et 

al. (2015) 

Behaviour and 

comprehensibility at five 

different intersection 

video analysis, 

on-site survey, 

resident survey 

varying levels of 

comprehensibility and 

correct use; dedicated 



designs through bike lanes work 

better than mixing zones 

Muggenbu

rg et al. 

(2022). 

Assessment of three 

different cycle street 

designs in terms of 

safety, clarity, 

attractiveness, and fun 

online-survey, 

regression 

model 

conventional and flow 

design score best on 

clarity; shared space has 

best values for safety, 

attractiveness, and fun; 

clarity and safety correlate 

Polaček 

(2014) 

Comprehensibility and 

behaviour at right of way 

rules between cyclists 

and car drivers at straight 

road segments and 

intersections 

online-survey right of way is rather clear 

for straight road segments; 

high error rates (up to 

91 %) at intersections 

Schäfer et 

al. (2021) 

Cyclists' behaviour and 

its influencing factors at 

dual cycling 

infrastructure 

online-survey, 

on-site-

interviews, 

focus group 

mandatory use is not 

clear; wish for clear, 

unambiguous, and 

consistent markings 

Terminology and methods used 

Most studies use several terms to describe how intuitively usable infrastructure is. For 

example, Berghöfer and Vollrath (2022) refer to clarity, foreseeability, and ease of use, 

while Baumgartner et al. (2020) use the terms unambiguous, incomplete, and 



inconsistent to describe the respective attributions to infrastructure design. Only Polaček 

(2014) uses knowledge of rules as solely term. 

Besides, some terms are used by various studies. To start with, the term clarity 

or (un)clear respectively is used by five studies: While in Berghöfer and Vollrath 

(2022), Huemer et al. (2018), and Schäfer et al. (2021) the term derived from qualitative 

data, e.g. open-ended questions, Muggenburg et al. (2022) used the term clarity as one 

of four factors to be evaluated on a Likert scale. Furthermore, the term unambiguous 

was used in two studies (Alrutz et al., 2009; Schäfer et al., 2021). Other studies referred 

to knowledge of rules: Polaček (2014) asked the respondents if they knew who had right 

of way, Alrutz et al. (2009) asked where respondents thought they were allowed to ride. 

Angenendt and Wilken (1996) asked respondents in a qualitive way to state reasons for 

their behaviour. These three studies used the term knowledge of rules to discuss their 

findings. The terms understanding (Bergh Alvergren et al., 2019; Monsere et al., 2015), 

unambiguous (Alrutz et al., 2009; Schäfer et al., 2021), and confusion (Huemer et al., 

2018; Schäfer et al., 2021) were used by two studies each. Other terms used in the 

studies include foreseeability, ease of use (Berghöfer & Vollrath, 2022), irritation by 

routing (Alrutz et al., 2009), or comprehension (Monsere et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, the studies use various methodological approaches to investigate 

intuitively usable infrastructure. Applied by five studies, the most often used method is 

on-site surveys or interviews conducted with either preselected participants or with road 

users that agreed to participate at the investigated location (Alrutz et al., 2009; 

Angenendt & Wilken, 1996; Bergh Alvergren et al., 2019; Monsere et al., 2015; Schäfer 

et al., 2021). Online surveys (Muggenburg et al., 2022; Polaček, 2014; Schäfer et al., 

2021) or paper based resident surveys (Monsere et al., 2015) were used by four studies. 

Three studies conducted video observations (Monsere et al., 2015) or on-site 



observations (Alrutz et al., 2009; Angenendt & Wilken, 1996). Another three studies  

conducted focus groups (Baumgartner et al., 2020; Huemer et al., 2018; Schäfer et al., 

2021). GPS data (Bergh Alvergren et al., 2019), Repertory Grid Analysis (Berghöfer & 

Vollrath, 2022), diary studies (Huemer et al., 2018), and content analysis (Kaplan & 

Prato, 2016) were used by one study each. Apparently, seven studies use multiple 

methods for data acquisition, while Berghöfer and Vollrath (2022), Kaplan and Prato 

(2016), Muggenburg et al. (2022), and Polaček (2014) used one method to gather the 

required data. 

Summarising, the studies use a broad range of terms and methods to investigate 

cycling infrastructure’s intuitiveness. Moreover, most studies use multiple methods to 

gather data and multiple terms to describe the findings. 

Discussion 

In the introduction, three research questions were posed to be answered by this 

systematic literature review: 

(1) Which studies investigated the question of how intuitively usable cycling 

infrastructure is? 

(2) What are their main findings? 

(3) Which research gaps remain? 

While the results section described the main findings of all investigated studies 

and thus already answered the second research question, the following sections will 

discuss the two other research questions. In the next section, the term intuitive design 

will be further discussed and implications on the investigated studies will be made. 

Following this, a brief overview is given on topics that have not been covered by the 

investigated studies. Furthermore, I will discuss the fact that a large number of studies 



had to be excluded from the research even though they seemed to investigate cycling 

infrastructures’ intuitiveness. Lastly, the section describes limitations of the 

methodological approach of this paper. 

Intuitively usable (cycling infrastructure) design 

In the introduction, I presented intuitively usable cycling infrastructure based on Friel et 

al.'s (in press) finding that comprehensibility acts as a key factor to assess cycling 

infrastructure. Subsequently, I cited various cycling infrastructure guidelines that 

recommend infrastructure to be unambiguously understandable and self-explaining, 

concluding that there seems to be a lack of information on how to design intuitively 

usable cycling infrastructure. Hence, in the introduction I already used four terms 

synonymously to describe one vague concept. As described above, the investigated 

studies used a wide variety of terms to refer to intuitively usable infrastructure as well, 

adding terms like clarity, ease of use or knowledge of rules to the list. Hence, the 

literature review even broadens the scope of what intuitively usable infrastructure may 

refer to. Thus, it remains an open question what intuitively usable cycling infrastructure 

really is and if it corresponds to the concept I introduced in the first section. 

To answer this question, a brief excurse is made to understand intuitive design in 

general. Concerning this, Naumann et al. (2007) developed a definition for intuitive 

design: 

“A technical system is, in the context of a certain task, intuitively usable while the 

particular user is able to interact effectively, not-consciously using previous 

knowledge.” (Naumann et al., 2007, p. 129) 



They further emphasise that not the system itself can be labelled as intuitive but 

only the human information process in a certain context with the system (see Naumann 

et al., 2007, p. 129). 

However, this definition refers to technical systems and human-interface 

interactions. Hence, we need to draw a connection between cycling infrastructure and 

technical systems. Assuming that cycling infrastructure can be seen as a technical 

system and that all recognisable elements such as markings, traffic lights, and curb 

stones can be defined as an interface, it is possible to apply the definition of intuitive 

design to cycling infrastructure design. 

With this assumption, nearly all investigated studies in this literature review 

refer to intuitive design as defined by Naumann et al. (2007). For example, all three 

studies investigating non-mandatory cycle paths on sidewalks found that cyclists 

misinterpreted them to be mandatory. Naumann et al.'s (2007) definition of intuitive 

design includes the term effective. They further describe that “an interaction [is] 

intuitive if it leads the user to adequate, exact and complete interaction results.” 

(Naumann et al., 2007, pp. 133–134) Hence, for cyclists who would have preferred 

riding on street level but used the non-mandatory cycle lane instead as they 

misinterpreted it as mandatory, the design was unintuitive as it led users to an 

inadequate result. Furthermore, respondents stated that it is rather difficult for cyclists to 

ride according to the rules and that in some cases it seems ridiculous to use the 

designated cyclists routes (see Alrutz et al., 2009, p. 94) and wished for clear and 

unambiguous routes (see Schäfer et al., 2021, p. 38). Using Naumann et al.'s (2007) 

terminology, these statements also imply a lack of effectiveness in the design making it 

less intuitively usable. 



The most accurate match to Naumann et al.'s (2007) definition of intuitive 

design is made by Bergh Alvergren et al. (2019) as they define nudges as "any aspect 

[...] of road infrastructure that will mindlessly influence an individual's choosing a 

certain behaviour." (Bergh Alvergren et al., 2019, p. 11). This definition includes the 

notion that the design influences the users’ behaviour on a subconscious level. 

The only study that did not investigate intuitive design in terms of Naumann et 

al.'s (2007) definition is the one conducted by Muggenburg et al. (2022). While in the 

examples above, the term clarity was used in the context of clear routes for cyclists or 

clear indications of the applied rules, Muggenburg et al. (2022) used the survey item 

“the situation is clearly structured” (Muggenburg et al., 2022, p. 1380) to assess the 

designs’ clarity. Even though a clearly structured situation may help to understand a 

situation more effectively, the situation may remain unclear in terms of which rules 

apply. Thus, Muggenburg et al. (2022) investigated the clarity of various street designs 

but it seems as if they did not investigate cycle street designs’ intuitiveness according to 

Naumann et al.'s (2007) definition. 

Summarising, it seems that even though the investigated studies used a variety 

of terms, nearly all studies investigated cycling infrastructures’ intuitiveness or the lack 

of. However, it remains to be investigated if the definition of intuitive design provided 

by Naumann et al. (2007) can be applied to infrastructure design as it refers the term 

technical system. 

Adding to this, the research group providing Naumann et al.'s (2007) definition 

on intuitive design defined several criteria for intuitive interactions (Mohs et al., 2006). 

For example, the authors name compatibility, consistency, and ease of use as relevant 

criteria (see Mohs et al., 2006, p. 220). Assuming the applicability of the definition of 

intuitive design, the criteria for intuitive interactions would be applicable to 



infrastructure design as well. Further research could use these criteria as a basis for the 

design of highly intuitively usable cycling infrastructure. 

Topics not covered 

Although the investigated studies covered a variety of topics, there remain various 

topics to be investigated in terms of intuitiveness. Furthermore, most findings reveal 

new research questions that remain to be investigated by further research. 

To start with, the three studies investigating non-mandatory cycle paths on 

sidewalks found that they were misinterpreted as mandatory. Schäfer et al.'s (2021) 

study on dual cycling infrastructure even described that many cyclists wish for a clear 

design to indicate where they are allowed to cycle. However, as this was not in the 

studies’ scope, there are no further information on how to design mandatory cycle paths 

on sidewalk to clearly indicate that they are mandatory. Further research is required to 

determine design solutions to solve the problem. 

The two studies investigating cycle street designs referred to one location. 

Furthermore, although they investigated several design concepts, there may be many 

other designs that could be suitable for cycle streets. Hence, further research could focus 

on intuitively usable cycle street designs in other locations, e.g. streets with differing 

widths and surroundings, and other possible designs for cycle streets. Even more, other 

street types like pedestrian zones or recreational cycling paths with rules differing from 

typical urban street rules could be investigated in terms of intuitiveness. 

The other studies investigating existing regulations evaluated the intuitiveness of 

motorways (Kaplan & Prato, 2016), large intersections (Monsere et al., 2015), right-of-

way rules on straight road segments and smaller intersections (Polaček, 2014), and 

some aspects of intuitiveness on different cycling facilities on straight road segments 

(Alrutz et al., 2009). Apart from Kaplan and Prato (2016), all studies found designs that 



were more intuitively usable than other designs. However, all studies also found designs 

that are less intuitively usable and thus should be further investigated to find appropriate 

design solutions. Moreover, there remains a variety of topics to be covered by further 

research. For example, Polaček's (2014) work focused on Austrian right-of-way rules; 

other countries’ right-of-way rules in various infrastructural conditions may have 

similar challenges regarding intuitiveness and might be relevant to be investigated. As 

another example, Monsere et al.'s (2015) study investigated several different designs for 

larger intersections. However, many other designs under several other regulatory 

circumstances remain to be researched. Besides, smaller intersections and even 

roundabouts may be relevant to be investigated in terms of intuitiveness. 

Regarding Bergh Alvergren et al.'s (2019) study on visual nudges to slow down 

cyclists, nudges for various other purposes could be investigated, as for example nudges 

to increase cyclists’ distance to parking cars to avoid dooring accidents. 

Summarising, the investigated studies covered various aspects of intuitively 

usable cycling infrastructure. However, due to the limited number of studies, there 

remain various research gaps to be closed by further research. Moreover, even though 

most studies were able to identify more and less intuitively usable designs, they did not 

actively modify the designs to increase the intuitiveness. Thus, a research gap remains 

in specifically investigating how to increase infrastructure designs’ intuitiveness. 

Studies not designed to investigate intuitiveness 

As mentioned in the methods section, five titles were excluded in the last analysis step 

as they referred to intuitive design but did not actually investigate infrastructures’ 

intuitive usability. 

Two of these titles investigated overtaking manoeuvres for different urban 

infrastructure settings. Kassim et al. (2019) analysed video data before and after the 



implementation of advisory bike lanes. They found larger overtaking distances between 

cars and cyclists, decreased car speeds and a larger distance between cyclists and parked 

cars after the installation. Duthie et al. (2010) built regression models based on a set of 

video observations from 48 sites. Their findings suggest that bike lanes increase 

overtaking distances between cars and cyclists. Moreover, bike lanes and dooring buffer 

zones increase the distance between cyclists and parked cars. 

Another two titles investigated cyclists’ trajectories at several intersections. While Lind 

et al. (2021) analysed cyclists’ behaviour at six intersections in Barcelona, Spain, 

Wexler and El-Geneidy (2017) analysed two intersections in the City of Montreal, 

Canada. Both studies found that bidirectional cycle lanes lead to more complex designs 

which in turn lead to a higher number of trajectories not corresponding to the behaviour 

intended by the intersection design. 

The last title investigated 15 different cycling infrastructure types, ranging from 

bicycle streets over bicycle lanes at intersections to advanced stop lines (Cieśla et al., 

2018). Using video data, they observed higher rates of irregular behaviour at advanced 

stop lines, pedestrian crossings and other interrupted cycling facilities. 

These five titles established a link between infrastructure and intuitive usability, 

describing infrastructure elements as “complicated” (Cieśla et al., 2018, p. 7), 

introducing measures as “intuitive design” (Kassim et al., 2019, p. 234), concluding 

“that cyclists find some turns more intuitive than others” (Lind et al., 2021, p. 734), 

criticising “a lack of clarity in the street design” (Wexler & El-Geneidy, 2017, p. 110) 

or emphasising that the infrastructure “clearly shows bicyclists and motorists where to 

position themselves on the roadway” (Duthie et al., 2010, p. 41). Although this wording 

allowed these titles to be included in the presented systematic literature review after the 

first full-text analysis, and even though it seems to be reasonable that the observed 



behaviour might be affected by the intuitiveness of the design, the studies did not 

actively investigate intuitiveness. They rather observed behavioural responses to 

existing infrastructure that might be explained by varying levels of intuitiveness. 

However, there might be other explanations like varying perceived safety or comfort 

that could have affected cyclists’ behaviour. Without specifically investigating the 

reasons for the observed behaviour, a direct influence of infrastructure design’s 

intuitiveness on cyclists’ behavioural response cannot be shown. 

The same applies to several studies that I excluded earlier in the full-text 

analysis. Apart from a larger number of studies that did not assess intuitiveness in any 

way as it was not in the scope of the respective studies, many titles did try to find 

reasons for cyclists’ behaviour in relation to infrastructural conditions. However, due to 

the methods used to analyse cyclists’ behaviour – observations, GPS-data, specialised 

bike sensor data etc. – these studies were not designed to find any relation to intuitive 

design even though in many cases it seems to be reasonable that the observed behaviour 

is at least to some extent a result of a varying degree of intuitiveness. Moreover, in 

contrast to the mentioned studies above, these studies did not use a wording that 

allowed them to be included in the last analysing step. 

For example, a study investigated car drivers’ gaze and approaching behaviour 

in respect to different cycle lane crossing designs and other factors in a car driving 

simulator (Berghöfer et al., 2023). The crossing designs varied from no marking over 

highly visible markings to speed bumps, resulting in less critical approaches for the 

latter. However, due to the methods used in the study, it is not possible to determine 

whether this result was due to higher visibility of the markings or a higher degree of 

comprehensibility or any other unknown factor. The same applies to several other 

studies investigating for example Level of Service for different pedestrian-cyclist shared 



infrastructure (Nikiforiadis et al., 2023), overtaking behaviour in relation to 

infrastructural measures on rural roads (Chapman & Noyce, 2014; Kay et al., 2014) or 

urban streets (Apasnore et al., 2017; Shackel & Parkin, 2014), or cyclists’ street-

crossing behaviour (Bi et al., 2023). 

A minimum of 20 titles were excluded for this reason: they investigated 

behavioural responses to infrastructure. But due to the methods used in these studies, it 

remains unclear if the observed behavioural changes are a result of varying intuitiveness 

or if they derived from other factors such as perceived safety, infrastructures’ visibility, 

or the like. 

Once again, including Naumann et al.'s (2007) definition on intuitive design 

described above, further research could aim to find the reasons for the observed 

behaviour in these studies and to specify to what extent infrastructure’s intuitiveness 

determines behavioural changes. 

Limitations 

As every scientific work, this systematic literature review has some limitations due to 

its methodological approach. 

Firstly, although a systematic literature review in general provides a highly 

structured way to find relevant literature, it highly depends on the keywords, databases, 

and inclusion and exclusion criteria that were used to conduct the review. As all these 

decisions aim to limit the amount of titles being included in the final review process, 

they may have coincidentally led to gaps in the final selection of titles. 

Furthermore, this systematic literature review was limited to studies in English 

or German. As a large number of studies in the field is funded or conducted by national 

or federal agencies or ministries, they are often published in the countries’ language(s). 



Thus, there may be a number of relevant studies from countries with official languages 

other than German or English that was not included in this review. 

Lastly, the process of applying inclusion and exclusion criteria on the titles is to 

a certain extent a subjective task. Thus, and as I conducted this systematic literature 

review alone, personal biases may have influenced the resulting list of titles. 

Conclusion 

In this systematic literature review, I analysed eleven titles in detail that investigated 

intuitively usable cycling infrastructure. These studies use a variety of methods and 

terms to describe and investigate intuitiveness of various cycling infrastructure designs. 

Conclusions from these studies range from very specific infrastructure design 

recommendations over highly general design advices to recommendations that do not 

refer to infrastructure design at all. 

Based on these insights, I identified several research gaps. Firstly, there are 

various infrastructure types that have not been covered by the studies of this literature 

review. Furthermore, there is a need for basic research on how to apply principles of 

intuitive design to cycling infrastructure design. Lastly, a large amount of research 

investigated behavioural responses to infrastructural changes but was not designed to 

assess the effect of intuitiveness. 
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